3. Etiology and pathogenesis

Etiology - describes causes of diseases
- formerly (on the border of 19. and 20. centuries) monocausal etiology of diseases was typically recognized - e.g. etiology of Tonsillitis is Streptococcal infections
- nowadays mainly polycausal etiology (multifactorial) is stated in majority of diseases - e.g. appearance of Streptococcal tonsillitis is not dependent on an exposure to Streptococcal infection only but its development is also dependent on the state of immunity, which is substantially influenced by nutrition, rest (sleep), physical and psychic exhaustion, exposure to cold (causes peripheral vasoconstriction and lower input of leukocytes to tonsils)
- usually one etiological factor can be recognized as the main factor and the others as contributing
- it is extremely important (but difficult) to specify correctly the etiology of a disease, otherwise it is not possible to state proper causal therapy - symptomatic therapy is not so efficient and it is risky because it can eliminate some important manifestations of the disease (loss of information) - e.g. use of analgesics may eliminate pain which could signal some critical problems like acute abdominal events (appendicitis)
- very complex understanding of etiology is necessary (”causes of causes” should be known) in order to recognize correctly the real background of health problems – providers of ”alternative/complementary” medicine misuse the recent situation in standard (allopathic) medicine in which many doctors are not able or willing to spend time on enough detailed search for the etiology including detection of various social frustrations
- ”idiopathic” (essential) diseases - such disorders in which the real etiology is as yet not known 

Pathogenesis
- description of pathogenesis of diseases represents explanation of mechanisms of a disease, its development, constitution of compensatory mechanisms, and the appearance of complications - secondary diseases
- good knowledge of pathogenesis enables prevention of complications of a primary disease (e.g. prevention of hypocalcemia and bleeding disorders in primary biliary problems which lead to malabsorption of fats and the fat soluble vitamins D and K, and consequently lead to the problems with Ca and the vitamin K-dependent coagulation factors)

Both etiology and pathogenesis are presently described up to the sub-cellular level. Although this is necessary for development of new kinds of causal therapy, for a ”general-practitioner”, who cannot be specialized in all diseases, it is more important to achieve competence in the prevention of diseases and the principles of appropriate therapy, based on understanding of clinical (organs and systems) manifestations.



